Abstract-Parametric modeling of third-order cumulant sequences has assumed importance recently because of the applications of the bispectrum. Approaches have been developed for autoregressive modeling of random processes using third-order cumulants, and these are based on solving linear equations which are necessary but not sufficient conditions for matching samples of the cumulant sequence of the model to those of the process under consideration. This paper provides necessary and sufficient conditions for the third moment sequence of a white noise driven finite order AR model to match given samples of the third moment sequence of an arbitrary stationary process. These lead to a set of nonlinear equations to be solved for the model parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION N important result related to power spectrum esti-
A mation of stationary random processes with all-pole models is the "whitening filter" interpretation. If x ( n ) is a discrete stationary random process which when passed through a moving average (MA) filter produces an output whose power spectral density is uniformly flat, i.e., white, then the process has an all-pole power spectrum. Even if the process x ( n ) is not truly all-pole, there can always be found an MA filter with impulse response 1, a ( l ) , . . . , a ( p ) and a process f ( n ) such that the autocorrelation ric ( k ) of 2 ( n ) is equal to the autocorrelation rr, ( k ) of x ( n ) f o r k = 0, 1, * * , p , and i ( n ) when passed through this MA filter produces an output with a flat power spectrum [I] , [2] . The filter parameters are found by solving the Yule-Walker equations This leads to the important result that by increasing p we get closer all-pole power spectrum approximations to the power spectrum of the process x ( n ).
In this paper, we address the related problem for bispectrum estimation of non-Gaussian stationary processes. As has been documented recently, higher order spectra are useful for extracting information related to the phase of signals and systems, quantifying nonlinearity, and removing additive Gaussian noise [ 3 ] . Parametric modeling of higher order spectra has assumed importance, and in the light of the result mentioned above for power spectrum estimation, we might pose a similar question for bispectrum estimation; for a non-Gaussian process x ( n ) with a nonzero bispectrum, can we always find an MA ( p ) filter and a process 2 ( n ) such that the thirdorder cumulant sequence c, ( k , I ) of 2 ( n ) is equal to the third-order cumulant sequence c , ( k , 1 ) of x ( n ) for ( k , ,
li) E T ( p )
, i = 0, 1, * , p , and 2 ( n ) when passed through this filter produces an output process whose bispectrum is constant, i.e., a "white" bispectrum? Here 
T ( p ) is a set defined by

T ( p )
This set is chosen because the third-order cumulant sequence c ( k , 1 ) of a process satisfies [3]
which implies that it is sufficient to look at third moment samples drawn from the region specified by T ( 00 ). We deal with the above question in the following sections. Section I1 formulates the problem as one of AR modeling of third-order cumulant sequences and derives important theoretical results. Examples are provided in Section I11 to illustrate these results. Conclusions are drawn in Section IV. Appendixes A, B, and C provide detailed mathematical derivations.
11. MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT The question posed in the previous section can be rephrased in terms of finding a non-Gaussian white noise (NGWN) driven AR ( p ) model such that the output of the model has a third moment sequence c( k , 1 ) which is equal to the third moment sequence of the process x ( n ) for ( k, ,
. This can be shown as follows. Let 2 ( n ) be a process whose third moment sequence equals that of x ( n ) for the above ( k , , l l ) . Let 1, a ( 1 ), * . , a ( p ) be the impulse response of an FIR filter such that 2 ( n ) when passed through this filter produces a bispectrum which is equal to a constant value 0. This im- 
from which it follows that where which corresponds to an all-pole or AR bispectrum. We therefore discuss this issue in the context of AR modeling with third moment sequences.
Consider the stable AR ( p ) process
where w ( n ) for n = 0, 1 1 , f 2 , . , are zero mean i.i.d. non-Gaussian random variables with E { w 3 ( n ) } = P # 0, and x ( n ) and w ( m ) are independent for m > n.
Then the third moment sequence of c ( k
for k 1 0, I 1 0. If we are given a sufficient number of samples of c ( k , I ), then the parameters { a ( i ) }; = I . . . We will now develop approaches for AR modeling with samples of third moment sequences based on necessary and su8cient conditions for perfect matching. Preliminary results related to these were reported in [ 1 11. Given the parameters { a ( i ) }; = . . . and of apth-order AR model as in (6), the third moment sequence samples c( k , I ) of the process for k = 0, 1, . . . , p , and I = 0, . * . , k can be determined using (7) by solving a set of linear equations. For example, for an AR ( 1 ) process we get
Suppose now that we are given samples g ( k , k ) , k = 0, f l , k 2 , * * , +p, of the third moment sequence g ( k , 1 ) of an arbitrary stationary process, and it is required to fit an AR( p ) model of the type in (6) such that the third moment sequence of the AR process matches exactly the given third moment samples at corresponding lags. A necessary condition for such a match is given by (8) with
Corresponding equations for A R ( 2 ) and AR( 3 ) models along with a procedure for constructing these equations for an AR( p ) model are given in Appendix A. In these equations, we have used the symmetry in (3). Having determined these samples of c ( k , l ), i.e., c ( 0 , O), c( l , l ), c( 1, 0), the other samples can be found by the extrapolation provided by (7) . For a general A R ( p ) process, the equations take the form
w h e r e F i s a ( p 
Assume we are given p + 1 samples of the third moment sequence c ( k , l ) of a stationary process, say,
where { ( k ; , 1;) } C T( p ) . T ( p ) was defined in (2). These samples c( k;, 1;) can be substituted in (10) to yield ( p + l ) ( p + 2 ) / 2 equations which can be solved for
. , p , 0, and the o t h e r p ( p + 1 ) / 2 third moment sequence samples whose lags belong to the complement of the set { ( k ; , 1;)
. . . p in T ( p ) . Notice that these equations are nonlinear because in addition to the model parameters, we also treat some of the third moment sequence samples in the vector c as unknowns. If there is a stable solution, i.e., the zeros of A ( z ) = 1 + Cy,, a ( i )z-' are inside the unit circle, then this solution will provide an AR model whose output third moment sequence at lags { ( k ; , 1;) }; =o, I , . . . , p will indeed be equal to the given third moment samples at corresponding lags. Thus, (10) along with a stability constraint on the AR parameters provides necessary and sufficient conditions for perfect third moment matching with a pth-order AR model when given p + 1 samples of the third moment sequence.
Proof of sufficiency is provided in Appendix C.
Unlike the techniques referred to earlier, this approach uses exactly as many third moment sequence samples as the number of parameters in the AR model including 6. This is what ensures a perfect match when there is a stable solution. In addition to the model parameters, the solution to the nonlinear equations provides the values of the third moment sequence of the AR model over T ( p ) . We can gain better insight into the nature of the nonlinear equations in (10) by considering the special case of an AR ( l ) model.
If we set p = 1 in (lo), we get (9). If we are given e ( 0, 0) and c ( 1, 0), then the solution to (9) will yield 
(13)
If 0 < c( 1, l)/c(O, 0 ) < 1, we have two stable solutions. In the case where we are given c(1, 1 ) and e ( 1, 0), we get
There is a unique stable solution if I c( 1, 1 ) / c ( 1, 0 ) I <
I .
As the simple case of an AR ( 1 ) model shows, there is no assurance that (10) always has a solution and, even if it does, it may not be stable. This implies that sometimes for a given value ofp, it is just impossible to fit an AR( p ) model when we are given p + 1 samples of the third moment sequence of an arbitrary process in the sense of perfect matching. However, for the same process, there could be other values of p for which such matching is possible. Thus, unlike the case with autocorrelation sequences where, given p + 1 samples, a valid infinite autocorrelation sequence can be constructed by a pth-order linear extrapolation regardless of the value of p , a similar pthorder linear extrapolation of third moment sequence samples from T ( p ) to a valid infinite third moment sequence is not guaranteed. Further discussion on these lines can be found in the section on examples.
In situations where an AR model for perfect third moment matching cannot be found, can we find a model whose output third moment sequence is as close as possible in some sense to the given samples of the third moment sequence of an arbitrary process? We next provide an approach that fits an AR model in the sense of minimizing the mean squared error between given samples of the third moment sequence and the third moment sequence of the model at corresponding lags. As explained earlier, if we are given the parameters of an AR( p ) model and the third moment of the input driving noise, then (10) provides a set of linear equations that can be solved for the third moment sequence samples at lags ( k , 1 ) E T ( p ) as defined in (2). Assume now that, as before, we are givenp + 1 samples c ( k , , l , ) , i = 0, * , p , of the third moment sequence of a process with ( k;, 1;) E T ( p ) .
We can find a set of AR parameters { a; }; = I . . . , , , and P such that the Euclidean distance between third moment sequence samples provided by the solution to (10) at lags ( k , , 1;) and the given third moment samples at c ( k ; , 1;) is minimized. Mathematically, the problem can be formulated as subject to 1) F ( u ) i . = b 2) a stability criterion such as, for example, Jury's criterion [ 121.
The minimization problem has at least one solution. Any of a number of minimization routines can be used. If the nonlinear approach suggested earlier has a unique stable solution, then that solution will be the global mini- 
EXAMPLES
The examples here illustrate not only the two techniques developed in this paper, but also the difficulties encountered with AR modeling of third moment sequences in general.
Exatnple I : This example shows the difference between the TOR approach and the nonlinear approach of the paper. Consider the MA ( 1 ) process AR( 1 ) model can be tit using the TOR method. If, in addition, we are also given c ( 2 , 2 ) and c ( 2 , 0), we can fit an AR( 2 ) model using the TOR approach. Table I shows the estimated parameters using the TOR approach. Fig. 1 shows the resulting squared magnitude transfer functions along with the true magnitude squared transfer function of the MA process. The peak value of the plot has been normalized to unity. With e ( 0, O), e ( 1 , 0), and c ( 1, 1 ), an AR ( 2 ) model can be fit using the nonlinear approach of the paper. An AR ( 4 ) model can be fit with the two additional samples e ( 2, 0) and e ( 2, 2). Table I1 shows parameter estimates for the nonlinear approach for AR models of orders 1 and 4. Fig. 2 shows the magnitude squared transfer functions for these models. As can be seen for this example, for a given number of third moment samples, the nonlinear technique provides a better fit than the TOR approach . We see that these values are not equal to the values that were used to get these parameters. This would he true of any approach using linear equations based on (7) that give only the necessary conditions. However, fitting an A R ( 2 ) model using the nonlinear equations approach of the paper gives us two solutions depending on the initial guess. These are There is a unique stable solution iff I a I < 1 or x ( n ) is minimum phase. If we fit an AR ( 2 ) model to x ( n ) using all three samThis is a stable solution if x ( n ) is minimum phase. The interesting result here is that there are values of a for which we cannot fit an AR ( 1 ) model to match e ( 0, 0 ) and c ( 1 , 0), but we can find an AR( 2 ) model whose third moment sequence matches the same values! The same is true of the case with c ( 0 , 0) and c ( 1, 1) . Thus, the fact that an AR model of a certain order cannot be found to match the third moment sequence samples of a process does not imply that a higher order model cannot be found to do the matching. It also shows that even for a minimum phase MA process for which matching with an AR( 03) model is guaranteed by the Wold decomposition, there is no assurance of matching a finite number of third moment 0.1944. Using these values in (11.3), we find that a 2 ( 2 ) is negative, implying that we cannot fit an AR( 2 ) model. Using the least squares approach as outlined in Section 11, a minimum was found at sequence samples with a finite AR model. (1.3) . We get a ( 1 ) = 0.05423, which is a stable model which matches the given third moment samples at given lags. If we try to fit an AR(2) model with the first three third moment samples above, i.e., c ( 0 , 0), c ( 1 , 0), and c(1, l ) , we find the solutions to the nonlinear equations to be unstable.
Example 5:
We consider a minimum phase MA(2) process for which it is impossible to fit an AR ( 2 ) model to the third moment samples at lags (0, 0), ( 1 , 0), and ( 1 , 1 ). However, using the minimization technique of (15), a solution is obtained which provides a very close fit. Suppose 
IV. CONCLUSION
The literature on all-pole modeling of the bispectrum has concentrated so far on the solution of conditions that are necessary for the third moment sequence of an AR process of a given order to match that of another process at a finite number of lags. These necessary conditions are specified in the form of linear equations involving more third moment sequence samples than model parameters. In this paper, we provide necessary and sufficient conditions. In the course of deriving these conditions, we obtain a method of finding the third moment sequence of an NGWN driven AR model with known parameters. This leads to an approach involving nonlinear equations for estimating the parameters of an AR model when we are given as many samples of the third moment sequence of a process as the number of model parameters. A key result of our investigation is that it is sometimes impossibk to fit an AR model of a specified finite order to a specified set of third moment sequence samples of a process. An implication of this is that there is no assurance that a finite set of third moment sequence samples is always linearly extendable to a valid infinite third moment sequence. Surprisingly, this was found to be true of a minimum phase MA process for which an AR ( 03 ) model can be found by Wold's decomposition theorem to provide perfect bispectrum matching. This is in contrast to AR modeling of the power spectrum, where an AR model of any finite order can always be found for matching finite autocorrelation samples. We also provide an approach to find an AR model of finite order whose third moment sequence is close in a minimum mean squared error sense to finite samples of the third moment sequence of a process. This approach would be useful when a finite-order AR model cannot be found to match given third moment sequence samples. As can be seen, AR modeling with third-order cumulants is much more difficult than with autocorrelation sequences. We can expect similar difficulties with cumulants of order greater than three. Effort is under way to derive necessary and sufficient conditions for AR modeling of cumulants with noncausal models since these are more appropriate for nonminimum phase signals [ 131.
APPENDIX A Here we present a procedure to form the matrix F of (10) for an A R ( p ) process. The TOR equations in (7) give us
Using the symmetry of a third moment sequence as given in ( 3 ) , the above equations can be expressed purely in terms of the third moment sequence at lags (k,
where T ( p ) is given by (2). For example, c ( -1, -1 ) = c( 1, 0), and so on. After converting all arguments of c( k , I ) to those in T ( p ) , the equations can be put into a matrix form as in (10) and we thus obtain F. We illustrate the matrix equations for p = 2 and p = 3 below. For an AR ( 2 ) model, we get r l a ( l ) 0 4 2 ) 0 APPENDIX B A closed-form solution for matching the third moment sequence of an AR ( 2 ) model to the samples of the third moment sequence of an arbitrary stationary process is provided. The system of linear equations given by (1.2) can be solved for c ( 0 , 0), c ( 1, 0 ) , and c( 1, 1) . We get
(11.1)
The above nonlinear equations can be solved for a ( 1 ), a ( 2 ) , and /3 as tionary random process. For convenience of proof, we will assume that these third moment samples are specified at lags corresponding to the first p + By virtue of (III.l), this is nothing but c* which implies that the resulting third moment sequence is equal to the given third moment samples at corresponding lags. The proof can be modified to the case where some other p + 1 elements of c are specified.
